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safe & smart cooking

we care for the most
important people

setting standards in safety

For more than half a century COPRECI has been
developing domestic appliance components,
which improve appliance performance to provide
e n d u s e r s w i t h gre a te r co m fo r t a n d s a fe t y.
When we develop components we're thinking
about domestic appliances that are safer, easier
and simpler to use, with new functions which
translate into a sense of well-being.

World's leading manufacturer of safety gas components.
More than one billion components in the market.

Why are Copreci´s valves are safer than others?
1._Because Copreci offers double safety feature valves.
2._ We have led safety in the gas cooking market for
years.
3._ We are the largest manufacturer of safety
components in the world.
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There are more than 1,000,000,000 gas
components manufactured by Copreci in the
market and in the last 5 years we have tripled
our production capacity for safety valves,
becoming the world's leading manufacturer of safety
gas components.

nothing is impossible

Simmering

Timer

Emergency stop

LED indicators

6 hour lock

Safety lock

Reignition

High Top

Child safety

High Range

Instantaneity

Medium Range

Safety

a complete portfolio for your appliances

Electron. flow regulation

smart cooking

Standard with safety
T-Key platform
T-Key Platform + Main Key
T-Key Platform + Main Key + Timer
EGME Platform
EGME Platform + Main Key
EGME Platform + Main Key + Timer

More than a decade ago, nobody could imagine
that gas appliances would have smar t safety
systems with re -ignition devices or that they
could even be programmed, and even less that
they could interact with other appliances in the
kitchen.

Today, thanks to developments like T-key, EGME,
and Su-K, architects, designers and
manufacturers all over the world can maximize
their creative potential by integrating gas
cooktops with the greatest range of features and
functions on the market.
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SU-K

adding new functions to domestic appliances, so
that they can talk and communicate with you.

Instantaneity: This function means that
the flame ignites almost immediately,
without the user having to hold down
the control until it does so.

Child safety: This function allows the
control panel to be locked in order to
avoid accidental ignition. This stops
children from operating it.

Automatic re-ignition: If the flame is
blown out for any reason, the system
automatically re-lights the appliance
thanks to an integrated self-ignition
module.

Six hour lock : Once 6 hours have elapsed
since the device was last used, the system
is fully switched-off for safety reasons.

Led Indicators: These lights provide
constant information about the status
of the gas hob: whether the burner is
on, if the locking system has been
activated or if the residual heat in the
cooking area means the burner is too
hot to touch.

Emergency stop: This sensor turns off
all the burners at the same time, in case
of an emergency.

Timer function: A specific cooking time
can be set, and once it has elapsed the
flame is extinguished and an acoustic
signal indicates the programme has
been completed.

Accurate electronic flow: This enables
the user to accurately adjust the gas
flow in the appliance and so have full
control over the cooking process.

Simmering: This system electronically
cycles the flame on and off continuously
for precise simmer control (ideal for melting
chocolate).
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more safety functions

right there inside,
where no-one can see

the heart of your appliance

"Copreci's right there inside, where no-one can see, but
you can feel it.... making sure that everything works in
perfect harmony..."
We have the worlds largest range of components and
systems for the assembly of all kinds of gas cooking
equipment, free-standing cookers, built-in hobs and
ovens.
Our engineering team is always thinking of new ways
to make safety components safer, taking into account
the specific cooking habits of each country, and to
meet your specific needs.

230,400 bypass production per day
12,960 product references
223 Copreci patents
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Because we are there, in the soul of the domestic
appliance, providing intangible added value, which goes
straight to the user's heart.

international projection

we are not alone

Expansion at Copreci is heading in the direction
marked by the customer. This has led to the
international projection of our operations, and
is why we have different production centres in
countries such as Mexico, Brazil, China, Turkey,
Czech Republic and Italy. We take all our service
potential to wherever our customers may be.
Copreci is part of Mondragon Group, the foremost
business group in the Basque Country and seventh in
the ranking of Spain's largest businesses.

47 years of experience
7 production plants
1 One single project
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Within MONDRAGON, Copreci falls under the
Mondragón Components Division, with the
fundamental aim of developing an internationally
competitive business group in the domestic appliance
components sector.

COPRECI S. COOP.

COPRECI CZECH REP.
COPRECI ITALIA
COPRECI TURKEY
COPRECI CHINA

COPRECI DE MEXICO, S.A. de C.V.

COPRECI DO BRASIL

COPRECI S. COOP.
Avda. de Álava 3
E-20550 Aretxabaleta Guipúzcoa - SPAIN
Tel:+ 34 943 71 94 99
Fax:+ 34 943 79 23 49
home@copreci.es
COPRECI DE MEXICO, SA DE CV
C/ Uno, nº 736 Z.I. Guadalajara
44940 Jalisco - MEXICO
Tel:+ 52 33 3 145 19 63
Fax:+ 52 33 3 145 10 56
COPRECI DO BRASIL, LTDA.
Av. Eurico Ambrogi Santos, 1900 A
Distrito Industrial Piracangagua CEP 12010-970
Taubaté SP - BRAZIL
Tel:+ 55 12 3627-7200
Fax:+ 55 12 3627-7201

COPRECI SYSTEMS, S.R.L.
Centrale: Vía G. Galilei, 12 31010
Mareno di Piave (TV) - ITALY
Tel:+ 39 0438492531
Fax:+ 39 0438492559
COPRECI TR.LTD.STI.
GEPOSB Cumhuriyet Caddesi, 6 cadde.
Gebze-Kocaeli - TURKEY
Tel:+ 90 262 751 13 34
Fax:+ 90 262 751 42 56
COPRECI CHINA
South Side of Jinhai Road, Middle Section
Sanzao Hi-Tech Industrial Park
519040 Zhuhai - CHINA
Tel:+ 86 (0) 756 399 72 66/67/68
Fax:+ 86 (0) 756 399 72 69

COPRECI CZ, S.R.O.
Komenského 274 79368
Dvorce u Bruntálu - CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel:+ 420 554 773 420
Fax:+ 420 554 773 446
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